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Intensive Monitoring: Massive 
Improvmements in Bill Khadi

Bill Khadi is 8 KM long natural storm water open drain starting from Dungri Falia village 
and neding at Morai village after passing through Vapi GIDC Estate and residential area 
of Charwada Road, Koparli Road, Gunjan area and crossing busy National Highway No:8 
ultimately meeting River Koal k at village Morai.

Challenges: 
Deterioration in water quality of Bill Khadi due to domestic discharge from Dungri Falia and 
Chand village and  some of the industrial units located on the bank of Khadi giving rise to 
possibility of illegally discharging untreated waste water during odd hours as well as in the 
monsoon along with storm water.

Strategies and Implementation Methodology:
In order to prevent deterioration and bringing in the improvement in water quality of 
Bill Khadi, Various authority like GPCB, GIDC and VWEMCL after careful discussion and 
consideration, took joint decision and framed following action points:

Diversion of entire !ow of industrial discharge from Bill Khadi in to main underground 
pipeline leading to CETP

Construction of Boriband on khadi

Intensive cleaning of Bill Khadi and GIDC drainage system

Intensive monitoring to "nd out ghost/illegal connections leading to Bill Khadi

Conducting maintenance check for the entire pipeline network and pumping station by 
Noti"ed Area Authority

Provision of stand by pumping station to prevent discharge in case of failure/fault in 
existing pumping station

Prohibition of washing activity by Scrap Traders

Dredging of Bill Kahdi as and when required

Up gradation of internal drainage system and regular maintenance

Capacity augmentation of pumping station

Removal of all by pass connection/system conveying industrial discharge in to Bill 
Khadi 

Intensive joint monitoring by GPCB and VWEMCL

Lining of entire Bill Khadi at the cost of Rs. 9.0 crore by GIDC to be completed  
within time frame
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Bill Khadi- Earlier scenario Bill Khadi –present scenario 

Regular sampling of !ows at strategic station/locations

Ensure only storm/rain water !ow during monsoon    

Follow up and Review:
Regular review meeting by authority conducted to see the progress made in implementing action 
point framed. Intensive monitoring by GPCB and VWEMCL in "nding ghost/illegal connections 
yielded the desired result in preventing the discharge of industrial e#uent in to Bill Khadi. Emphasis 
was also put in timely carrying out the activities outlined for GIDC and Noti"ed Area Authority. 

Result Achieved:
Intensive monitoring and vigil both by GPCB and VWEMCL resulted in to diversion of approximately 
6 to 8 MLD of waste water for treatment in to CETP. The joint and continual e$orts by all stake 
holders "nally resulted in to preventing the direct discharge of industrial e#uent in to khadi. 
Analysis reports of samples collected from station at National Highway No:8 on Bill khadi shows 
drastic reduction COD, BOD and Ammonical Nitrogen. 

Bene!ts:
Intensive monitoring by Authority, timely completion of activity by GIDC and Noti"ed Area 
Authority and regular review of progress made in implementation of action point shows not only 
the improvement in water quality of bill khadi due to prevention of industrial discharge but also 
River Kola in its downstream.

Graphical representation  for the results showing reduction  
in COD, BOD and NH3-N  in  Bill Khadi:
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Bharuch District is age old know for its three big industrial estate Ankleshwar, Jhagadia and 
Panoli. Ankleshwar Estate, one of the biggest industrial estate in Asia is developed by GIDC 
in 1975.Ankleshwar state is spread over an area of 1574.34 hectors whereas Panoli in 1056 
hectors. All the estate have !avor of Chemical, Pesticides, Pharmaceuticals, Dyes & Dyes 
Intermediates, Petroleum products, Agrochemicals, Inorganic Chemicals, Caustic Chlorine, 
Textile, Plastics & Packaging and Engineering etc. 

In the absence of any environmentally safe disposal system for the e#uent of these industrial 
estates, Amlakhadi- a natural creek nearby was only handy option available to convey the 
e#uent for about two decades for its ultimate disposal in the estuary of River Narmada.

Issues:
The uncontrolled continual unsafe direct disposal of e#uent for about two decades in 
to Amlakhadi leading to public concern, causing serious threat to environment inviting 
intervention of Hon’ble Gujarat high Court.

One of the natural creek/drain passes through Ankleshwar estate ideally shall carry only 
rain water till recent past continued carrying industrial e#uent as well because of one or 
other reason including leakages in underground drain system, will full illegal discharge by 
the industries. This creek was ultimately reaching to Amlakhadi thus increasing the gravity 
of issue.

Implementation of strategic action plan:
Intervention of Hon’ble Gujarat High Court lead to constitution of company called 
NCTL(formerly BAIL) on 24/1/2000.  

NCTL constituted aiming at long term solution to the problem of safe disposal by 
providing environmentally safe treatment and conveyance of treated e#uent in to deep 
sea through underground on-shore and o$-shore pipeline(43.6+9.4=53.0KM) 

FETP having capacity of 40 MLD to be commissioned

Channelized the internal natural creek/drain

Laying of pipeline in open creek to divert  e#uent discharge in to FETP

Augmentation of pumping station of Estate

Provision of D. G. Set at pumping station for uninterrupted operation

Regular maintenance and cleaning of pumping stations

The Cleaning of Amlakhadi, 
Ankleshwar
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Regular checking and maintenance of underground drainage system by Noti"ed Are 
Authority

Installation of metering devices at strategic locations on underground drainage system

Intensive monitoring of industry and drainage system

Sewage generated from residential area to be treated in STP and treated sewage to be diverted 
to FETP

Review and follow up:
GPCB, GIDC, Noti"ed Area, NCTL and AIA jointly reviewed the progress made in implementing the 
action point framed resulted in to:

FETP of 40 MLD commissioned on 1.12.2006 and its capacity was further augmented to 60 MLD 
on 1.4.2009.

Conveyance system for environmentally safe disposal of treated e#uent in to deep sea at a 
point suggested by NIO admeasuring 53 KM length laid down and commissioned.

Kuchha earthen obstruction bund inside and across the natural creek replaced by RCC bund in 
April,2011 

Lining of creek carried out to prevent seepage

Pipeline at a cost of Rs. 4 crore laid down to prevent the !ow of industrial discharge in to natural 
creek

Storm water drain with PCC is made

Capacity of all the pumping station augmented and equipped with D. G. sets for continuous 
operation in case of power failure

Noti"ed Area Authority undertook survey of possible leakages in underground drainage system, 
probable over!owing and carried out preventive maintenance for smooth !ow of e#uent to 
FETP

Patches of underground drainage system revamped wherever felt necessary

Metering devices installed at strategic locations on underground system 

Sewage of residential area taken to STP for treatment and diverted to FETP preventing !ow in 
to Amlakhadi

Vigerous monitoring of all the industries through four fold monitoring system carried out 
ensuring individual industry discharges its e#uent as per condition laid down in Consent
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Results achieved:
Implementation of action point, regular review and vigorous monitoring resulted in to prevention 
of direct/indirect industrial discharge, sewage in to Amlakhadi.

Bene!ts:
Successful implementation of action point by joining hands with concerned stake holders resulted 
in to cleaning of Amlakhadi from !owing of industrial discharge and sewage which was happening 
since last two decades.

Before After

Amlakhadi at Low-Level Bridge, N.H. No. 8, Ankleshwar

Amlakhadi at Low-Level Bridge, N.H. No. 8, Ankleshwar
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Textile Industries of Narol Area: 
Move towards Environmental 
Compliance

Narol an area erstwhile on the out skirt of Ahmedabad is now linked with developed city area. 
Presently Narol is mixed urban zone comprising of residential, commercial and industrial 
activity mainly in textile sectors in small and large scale. 

The development and enhancement in processing capacity is a result of instantaneous 
market demand without giving a thought about techno-legal consequences related 
environmental pollution control. Expansion in unorganized way by these textiles processing 
house resulted in to visible dark smoke, leakages and over!ow of existing conveyance system 
and illegal disposal of hazardous waste leading. Also the myth was prevailing that resolution 
of environmental problems technically as well as economically is not viable. Such attitude 
leads to further deterioration of the environment compelling GPCB to act in a stricter way.

Issues:
Main issues pertain to textile processing house listed after series of meeting/interaction 
GPCB has one to one and with the association: 

Inadequate treatment plant for the treatment of waste water

Old age technology for bleaching, mercerizing

Higher steam requirement

Clinical approach:
GPCB changed its role from that of implementer to doctor tried to diagnose the causes and 
arranged a one to one meet as well as with the association calling an expert in the "eld for 
better understanding the problems and "nding an amicable solution. Emphasis was given 
on better treatment, adoption of clean technology, reuse-recycle of treated e#uent.

Results achieved:
Improvement in quality of treated water due to e%cient operation of ETP resulted in to  
30-50% increase in waste water reuse and reduction in net waste water disposal. The treated 
waste water is being recycled in to following processes:
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a.    Printing Department:
Blanket washing
Carboys washing
Floor washing
Squeezing washing
Fresh water is only used for preparation of color paste.

b.    Washing department:
For dispersed printed cloth washing

c.    Other use
Sprinkling on the coal for dust suppression
Fire Fighting Water make up
Gardening 
Occasional road washing

Reuse of used water in the process before sending for treatment:
Cooling water of jet dyeing reused in the process

Water used for whitening of cloth in jet dyeing is collected and reuse

Water used for cooling of blanket in Zero-Zero machine is collected and reuse

Water used for cooling down pumps, hydraulic and other machineries is collected separately 
and reuse in process

Adoption of Clean Technology:
Centralized color kitchen reducing consumption of washing water   

Phase manner installation of Continuous Bleaching Range (CBR) in place Jumbo Jiger reducing 
consumption of water and generation of waste water to the tune of 80%

Use of CBR also reduced the steam requirement by 50% resulting in to reduction of coal 
consumption

Continuous Mercerizing Machine with caustic recovery system in place of conventional 
Mercerizing Machine reducing caustic consumption and water consumption to the tune of 
80%

Bene!ts:
Continual e$orts to achieve better compliance by way of frequent monitoring, awareness 
programme and seminars organized by GPCB, adoption of clean technology, process modi"cation 
and up-gradation in ETP by textile processing houses resulted in to not only reduction of fresh 
water consumption, caustic consumption but also reduced waste water quantity and improved its 
quality thereby achieving environmental compliances.  
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Air Pollution Control,  
study by Academia:  
Innovative tool of GPCB

GPCB has always been proactive in implementing innovative tool for the better environmental 
management in the state of Gujarat. Induction of Academia for understanding on "eld 
pollution problems due to spray dryer used by Dyes & Intermediates industries in GIDC-Vatva 
Amdavad and "nding the solution was one of such innovative tool. The exercise carried out 
by Academia(DDIT) proved to be very successful and helpful in reduction of air pollution 
problem due to spray dryer in GIDC-Vatva.

Issues:
GIDC-Vatva, a major hub contributing in the production of Dyes and Dye Intermediates 
has about 450 small scale units. Most of these units are operative since last three decades 
using conventional technology and having constrain of space. Due to use of conventional 
technology and process limitations, some of the gaseous pollutants getting settled in nearby 
residential areas giving rise to complain of deposition of color particles. 

Innovative tool:
After series of meeting and discussions GPCB had with Vatva Industries Association, GPCB 
suggested to carry out the study of existing environmental management system of those 
units categorically for spray dryers through a reputed Institute. The green Environment 
Services Co.op Soc. Ltd. engaged Dharmsinh Desai Institute of Technology (DDIT) to evaluate 
existing EMS and to recommend additional mitigation measures required. The study also 
covers sampling and analysis of uncontrolled air emissions through stationary sources and 
particle size distribution in the various samples.

DDIT studied design parameters of Spray Dryer, concentration of slurry, air !ow rate, inlet 
and outlet air temperature, detail speci"cation of cyclone, scrubber and baghouse in about 
75 spray dryer installations. Moreover velocity & !ow rate of liquid at the throat of venturi 
scrubber and stationary air emission souces are also considered.

Team lead by Dr. M. A. Patel and Dr. M.S. Rao successfully carried out the project and submitted 
report on spray dryer operation. They also recommended following suggestions for more 

Check RPM of blower

Improve pressure drop across ventury

Regular cleaning of APCM

Adequate sampling facility after all air pollution control equipment

Capacity building of operators operating Spray Dryer

Improve house keeping
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GPCB organized a brain storming session with The Green Environment Services Co. Op. Soc. Ltd, 
industrial units having Spray dryer and experts from DDIT explaining methodology of the study 
"ndings of the each unit with reference to APC and speci"c additional measures required to control 
air emissions. Association persuaded each unit to adopt the measures suggested in true spirit.

Result achieved:
The exercise of imparting study to Academia and implementation of suggestion reduced air 
pollution related problems in surrounding residential area directly re!ected in lesser number of 
complaints regarding air emission.

Bene!ts:
The unique experiment to use academia on real industrial problems for use of their in depth 
knowledge and to provide a true solution to industry is found very successful in this case. It has 
created win-win situation for all the stake holders i.e. industries, regulator and academic institutions 
and proved that such exercises in other problems can yield fruitful results.

MBR Technology, a tool for compliance in CETP 
Zydus Group, a well known name in pharmaceutical sector with an intension for promotion of 
pharmaceutical formulation announced Pharma SEZ near Ahmedabad. Zydus Infrastructure Pvt. 
Ltd. received noti"cation on 28th Sept,2006. 1st phase of Pharmasez admeasuring 48.83 hectors of 
land was developed and made operational in the year 2009.40% of the land is developed as green 
belt by Pharmasez. Eleven plots are allotted to reputed pharmaceutical companies.

In Sarkhej-Bavla region, there is no water body which serves the purpose of availability of good 
quality and quantity of raw water. Also this region being land-lock area and there is no sea/ estuary/
other appropriate disposal system available for disposal of treated e#uent. Pharmasez has to 
consider alternative both for drawing ground water to be compensated by recharging equivalent 
quantity and recycling of treated e#uent.

Challenges:
Pharmasez o$ers plot to units intending to manufacture pharmaceutical formulations only hence 
organic load of untreated e#uent is quite less compared to bulk drug manufacturing. This makes 
the task easier in achieving disposal norms for irrigation given by the Board.

Following options were available for selection of disposal alternatives and related appropriate 
treatment technologies:

On land for irrigation

Incineration

Recycle/Reuse

Evaporation

GPCB- a guide, friend and Philosopher:
GPCB playing a role of guide, friend and philosopher motivated Pharamsez in selection of recycle/
reuse option considering land-locked area, reduction in fresh water requirement and no need for 
waste water disposal.
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Technical as well as "nancial evaluation for viability was carried out and recommended to opt 
for reuse/recycle option using MBR, Reverse Osmosis and evaporation of R.O reject. Board also 
recommended CETP with SCADA (PLC based online monitoring system) with display for better 
transparency and e$ective control.   

Treatment Scheme:
All member units instructed to give primary (physic-chemical) treatment to their e#uent in their 
premises so that inlet CETP norms are achieved.

Transportation of partially treated e#uent from member units through dedicated tankers in to 
CETP comprising of following units:

Equalization tank

Flash mixer

Clari!oculator

Pre-aeration tank with "ne screen chamber

Membrane Bio Reactor in high pressure (MBR)

MBR, a popular and extensively used technology, is a modi"ed and advanced version of Activated 
Sludge process adopted due to need for reuse of treated waste water. Outlet of MBR is subjected 
to two stage R.O plant followed by dechlorination for the supply to member unit as alternative to 
fresh water.

Reject of R.O plant is evaporated in Multiple e$ect evaporator. The system comprises of Triple 
E$ect Falling Film followed by Double E$ect Forced Circulation Evaporation with thermal vapour-
compressor to attain zero discharge and recover water from recycling back to the plant and mix salt 
for solid waste disposal.

To overcome emergency situation, a holding reservoir of 5500 M3 is provided for collection of waste 
water in o$-line lagoon.

Bene!ts:
CETP having MBR and R.O system equipped with SCADA helps in achieving zero discharge by 
Pharmasez.

Recycling of maximum quantity of water resulted in reduction of ground water withdrawal from 
mother earth leading to water conservation.

Reduction in water consumption by member units limited to make up of evaporation losses only.

Environmental sustainability along with project viability and compliance of environmental Rules 
and Regulations.
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Compliance CETP 
using MBR Technology 

History of Pharmez 

Zydus Group is a well-known name in pharmaceutical "eld since more than three 
decades. 

For promotion of industrial growth in India, the Government has decided to o$er 
incentive schemes for clusters of similar kind of industries in Special Economic Zones 
(SEZs). 

Zydus group decided to develop Gujarat’s "rst pharmaceutical SEZ near Ahmedabad.

Zydus Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd; received noti"cation for its sector speci"c SEZ for 
pharmaceutical formulations on 28/09/2006 and now it is known as PHARMEZ. 

PHARMEZ has 11 Plots, allocated to reputed pharmaceutical formulations companies.

Phase-I of PHARMEZ shows, 48.83 hectares of land developed and made operational 
during 2009. Out of this, 40 % land is developed as green belt.
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Issues & Challenges: 

Since inception, the industrial clusters have been developed adjacent to the surface water 
bodies because of any one of  the following reasons:
- Availability of upstream water body for adequate quantity and good quality of raw  water  
   and/ or
- Availability of appropriate system for disposal of treated industrial wastewater.  

In Sarkhej–Bavla region, there is no water body to serve either of the above purposes.

Hence, alternatives have to be considered for availability of raw water; as well as disposal of 
treated industrial e#uent.

As there is no surface water body to serve as a source of raw water, the only option left out was 
utilising the ground water.

However, the quantity of raw water drawn from the ground water is to be compensated by the 
equivalent quantity of water recharging at Pharmez.

Further, there is no sea/estuary/other appropriate disposal system available for disposal of 
treated industrial e#uent as the region is land-locked.

Considering all above aspects, the proponents were forced to think alternative methodology 
for safe disposal of treated industrial e#uent.

In light of the latest available technology options, it had been considered to recycle the treated 
e#uent as much as possible.

As the Pharmez o$ers plots to member unit intending to manufacture pharmaceutical 
formulation products only, the organic load of the untreated industrial e#uent is quite less as 
compared to bulk-drug/API manufacturing units.

Meeting the treated e#uent quality for on-land irrigation norms is not a big problem, but a 
large piece of land would be required for this purpose. 
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Selection of Technology:
Detailed evaluation was carried out before coming to any conclusion on technology to be 
implemented.

The alternatives available for disposal/management of treated industrial e#uent were; 
– On land for irrigation
– Laying a long pipeline/canal leading to nearest water body for safe disposal
– Incineration
– Recycle/Reuse
– Evaporation 

Gujarat Pollution Control Board has motivated PHARMEZ for selection of recycle/reuse option by 
considering land locked area, reduction in fresh water requirement and no need for wastewater 
disposal.

After evaluating technical and monetary ("nancial) implications of all above alternatives, it was 
decided to opt for recycle/reuse after Reverse Osmosis and the reject of RO to be evaporated.

The Treatment Scheme (installation)

All the members are instructed to give physico-chemical (primary) treatment to their e#uent 
at their premises. 

The primary treated e#uent from member units shall meet the CETP inlet norms.

MEE

MBR

RO
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The e#uent from member units is transferred through dedicated tankers and fed to Equalization 
tank of CETP. From Equalization tank, it is pumped to !ash mixer and then to clari!occulator for 
chemical treatment. 

The supernatant from clari!occulator !ows to pre-aeration tank via "ne screen chamber.

In the pre-aeration tank, "ne bubble di$users are installed for aeration to enhance biological 
treatment.

The activated biological sludge is developed in the pre-aeration tank.

From the bottom of the pre-aeration tank, the e#uent is pumped to Membrane Bio Reactor 
(MBR) in high pressure.

Membrane Bio Reactor is a modi"ed and advanced version of Activated Sludge Process, adopted 
most suitably when treated waste water needs to be of reusable quality. The technology is 
extensively used all over the world and recently introduced in India.

After MBR outlet, wastewater is collected in a sump and subjected to two stage Reverse 
Osmosis treatment after dechlorination. Product of R.O. plant shall be sent to water supply tank 
for supply units. 

Reject of R.O. plant shall be subjected to evaporation in multiple e$ect evaporator. This system 
comprising of Triple e$ect falling "lm followed by double e$ect forced circulation Evaporation. 
Plant with Thermal vapour-compressor to attain zero discharge and recover water from recycling 
back to the plant and mix salt for solid waste disposal.

To overcome emergency situation a holding reservoir (5500-m3) is provided for collection of 
waste water in o$-line lagoon. 

Present Conditions With Parameters
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Present Conditions With Parameters

Bene!ts:

The fresh water consumption is only up to the quantity used for production at units and for make-
up of evaporation losses; as maximum quantity of water is recycled after advance treatment like 
Membrane Bio Reactor, Reverse Osmosis and Multiple E$ect Evaporator; resulting in reduced 
ground water withdrawal from mother earth leading to water conservation.

Environmental sustainability along with project viability and compliance of environmental 
rules/regulations

There is no waste water discharge from SEZ due to commissioning and operation of CETP; 
resulting in no water pollution.

Bene"ts of CETP: Low installation cost, (if individual units installs their own ETP, R.O, MEE. Total 
investment of unit shall be quite more as compare to investment of CETP), less energy (electricity) 
consumption resulting in less generation of Green House Gases, less sludge generation, easy to 
handle manpower, chemical.

Easy to monitor compliances. 

Support from implementing authority

CETP has overcome teething problems after commissioning of plant and improved system 
performance by continuous guidance, support and suggestions from GPCB;

As per the instruction of GPCB, CETP has implemented SCADA (PLC based online monitoring 
system) and now in process to install Online Monitoring System with display for better 
transparency and e$ective control.
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Pro active GPCB  
Helps Upgrading CBMWTF

Prior to inception of Bio Medical Waste Rule-1998, bio medical waste was mixed with 
municipal solid waste resulting in to conversion of entire volume in to infectious hazardous 
waste. It also poses threat of spreading diseases like Hepatitis-B, HIV and pneumonia amongst 
the people who handled this extremely dangerous waste.

The practice of burning of bio medical waste along with MSW in open land resulted in 
heavy pollution liberating toxic pollutants like Dioxin ad Furan. Dioxin and Furan are highly 
carcinogenic in nature and cause di$erent types of cancers and other skin diseases. Another 
cause of worry is the practice of illegal recycling of some of the bio-medical waste like 
syringe, needles and other plastics without any treatment as such recycling posed great 
harm and danger to human beings and the environment at large.

Semb Ramky Environmental Management Pvt. Ltd, actively engaged in bio medical waste 
management and other environmental infrastructure accepting the challenges and issues to 
remove the bio-medical waste related problems in the society by setting up of the common 
bio medical waste treatment facility at Changodar, Dist: Ahmedabad.

Infrastructure at Semb Ramky:
Incinerator: capacity of 200 kg/hr (rectangular type) having Primary and secondary 
combined  

Chamber and wet scrubber as APCM

Autoclave: 600 liter with manual feeding and record.

Shredder: 75 kg/hr

Disinfected shredded plastic waste storage room

Hazardous waste storage area for incineration ash

Main shed for incinerator, autoclave and shredder

Shower & bathroom for workers and pick up boys

ETP: Primary e#uent treatment plant

Issues:
Central Pollution Control Board issues direction under section-5 of Environment 
Protection Act-1986 for non-compliance of BMW Rule for closure of facility.

It also received Notice of Direction under section-5 of Environment Protection Act-1986 
from Gujarat Pollution Control Board for non compliance of CPCB guideline of “Common 
BMW Incinerator”.
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Identi!cation of Problems:
Manual feeding in Incinerator

No provision of dual chamber in Incinerator

Not provided PLC based temperature control panel

Inadequate air pollution control system

Negative pressure not maintained in Primary chamber

PLC based control panel not provided in autoclave

Spore test not done in autoclave

Non-compliance of stack emission norms

Inadequate combustion in incineration

Improper covering of Shredder

Safety system & forward/reverse mechanism not provided

Separate room for autoclave and Shredder not provided

Up gradation of Facility as per CPCB guideline:
Because of pro-active and positive approach of GPCB with continuous follow up, guidance and 
support, SembRamky implemented following changes at the cost of Rs.40.4 lacs after receiving 
direction from both CPCB and GPCB.

State of art automatic feeding system introduced in Incinerator

Replaced combined chamber to new dual chamber in incinerator

PLC based temperature control panel on Incinerator

U tube Manometer to measure negative pressure in primary chamber

Proper temperature controller for 100% burning of waste

PLC based control panel in autoclave with record up keeping facility

Spore test in autoclave carried out

Proper covering of Shredder

Cyclone separator followed by Ventury Scrubber as APCM to achieve stack emission norms

Adequate Safety system & forward/reverse mechanism system on shredder

Separate room for shredder and autoclave 

Bene!ts of Up gradation:
Better compliance of provisions of BMW Rules-2003

Better work place environment at facility to protect workers against chances of infectious 
disease

Improved labor safety and work environment after introduction of auto feeding system

Saving in fuel and electricity consumption

Overall better e%ciency at facility achieved

Risk related health hazard at and outside the facility eliminated 
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Sr. No. Nature of works Amount spent

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Automatic waste feeding system

Dual chamber incinerator

PLC base control panel in incinerator

Air pollution control devices

PLC base control panel in autoclave

Negative !ow graph pressure in primary chamber

Separate rooms for autoclave & shredder

Total

2.5 lac

12 lac

2.5 lac

15 lac

1.5 lac

0.9 lac

6 lac

40.4 lac

PM-mg/Nm3 - Monitoring by GPCB
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Continual E"orts for  
Conformation at CETP Vatva

The Vatva Industrial Estate was established by GIDC in the year 1960, much earlier than the 
promulgation of the Water Act 1974, therefore no infrastructure for the collection and proper 
disposal of the e#uent was envisaged at that time. The e#uent generated from industrial 
units used to "nd its way into Kharicut Canal through open drains.

There are about 674 industrial units generating industrial e#uentand having potential 
of water pollution. Out of these units 93% are the small scale sector and the rest are the 
medium/large scale units. The estate includes units manufacturing Dyes, Dye-Intermediates, 
Pigments, Fine Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Products. It also includes Textile Process 
Houses, Rolling Mills and other Non-Chemical Process Industries. 

Due to several limitations like lack of "nance, space and technology, these units could not 
arrange for e%cient measures for pollution control. In 1995 in response to a PIL, the Hon’ble 
Gujarat High Court issued directions to the industries to come up with a solution to the 
pollution problem. As a result of this order it was decided to establish Common EMS for the 
collection, treatment and disposal of the e#uent and safe disposal of solid waste. The Green 
Environment Services Co-op. Society Ltd. was formed in 1992 and the CETP was established 
and commissioned in 1998. Subsequently the common SLF (Secured Land Fill) was also 
developed and commissioned in 1998.

Objectives:

The main objective of GESCSL is to abate pollution and conserve energy and environmental 
resources to achieve sustainable growth and development.  To achieve this objective 
approximately a sum of Rs100crore has been spent to set up the following Environmental 
Infrastructure Facilities and Management Systems. 

Establishment and operation of Common E#uent Treatment Plant for the collection, 
treatment and disposal of industrial e#uent in the estate of Vatva for 674 industrial 
units.

Establishment and operation of common secured land"ll facility (SLF) for the safe 
disposal of solid waste being generated by industrial units in Vatva and elsewhere.

Common Wastewater Management Systems:
Commissioned in May 1998.

Treatment Capacity: 16000 m3 e#uent per day.

Land Area: 28000 m2.
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Treatment Technology: State of the art technology involving physico-chemical treatment 
followed by activated sludge based biological process. The CETP is supported by physico-
chemical, microbiology and instrumental analysis labs along with R&D facilities.

Investment: Rs.74.41crore for the establishment of Common Facilities including Internal 
Collection System, CETP and Final Disposal Pipeline. 

Continual Innovation And Upgradation Projects
A new Primary Clari!occulator installed at the cost of Rs. 2.5crore to enhance the primary 
treatment to reduce the levels of suspended solids and COD.

Installation of additional Aeration Tanks (30000 M3) coupled with Secondary Clari"ers and 
associated system at the cost of Rs. 25 crore is underway.  This will impart additional aeration 
time for the biological treatment of e#uent and will o$er !exibility in the operation which will 
result in better quality of treated e#uent.

In order to improve the overall quality of the e#uent, especially in respect of TDS and COD, 
GESCSL decided to install a Multiple E$ect Evaporator for disposal of high COD and high TDS 
streams being generated by the member industrial units. Presently GESCSL is operating a pilot 
MEE plant with a capacity of 30 m3/day on the concentrated streams sent by member units 
after segregation in their units. GESCSL has taken several trials and has decided to install two 
MEE Plants each capable of treating 300 M3/Day of the concentrated e#uent of the member 
units at the cost of Rs. 25.00 crore.  

The MEE plant with a capacity to treat 300 M3/Day of the concentrated e#uent of the member 
units will be installed and commissioned in February 2013.

Projected Performance
After implementation of additional treatment facilities and up-gradation of CETP  the COD and 
BOD of the combined e#uent received at CETP would be around 1500 mg/l and 700 mg/l.

The treated e#uent is expected to contain 200-250 mg/l of COD and 30 mg/l of BOD.  

There are no pesticides or insecticides in the e#uent. The heavy metals are well within the 
permissible limits in the e#uent. 

Reduction In Pollution Load At Source (By Member Units)

Adoption of spray drying technology in place of "ltration in the manufacture of  certain dyes 
not sensitive to high temperature as identi"ed by Prof. Kanetkar, former Head of Dyestu$  
Department, Institute of Chemical  Technology (formally known as UDCT Mumbai) 

Using UF/NF membrane system for concentration, desalting and puri"cation of dye solution 
followed by spray drying.

Up-gradation of e#uent treatment facilities by the individual member units…

Installation of MEE and Incineration Plants for the treatment and disposal of concentrated 
e#uent streams.

Establishment of Novel Spent Acid Management for collection of spent acid for supplying to 
IFFCO and other industries for using in the manufacture of fertilizers. 

Neutralization of spent acid at this facility and separation of gypsum for subsequent supply to 
cement plants.
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Environmental Monitoring in Vatva Estate

Monitoring and assessment of spray drying system installed by member units. 
DDIT Nadiad carried out detailed study and assessment of spray drying systems installed by 
member industrial units in Vatva. The objective was to assess the adequacy of the system and 
evaluate performance of the pollution control measures. A total of 75 spray dryer systems were 
covered under this project.

Monitoring of #ue gases (smoke)
The intensity of smoke resulting from the combustion of coal/lignite in 20 industrial units is 
determined with the help of CCTV. It is displayed at GPCB RO Ahmedabad for on line survelliance 
and follow up action.

The ambient air quality is determined at two locations (one at the up-stream and another at 
downstream in the estate) once in a week.

 
Common Solid Waste Management System

Common Secured Land!ll Facility

Total capacity created in terms of quantity of solid waste containment: 1150000 MT.

Detailed engineering design, construction and operation are carried out as per the guidelines 
of CPCB. SLF 1 & 2 "lled and capped. SLF 3 is in operation.

Quantity of solid waste disposed of into SLF as on November 30, 2012:  MT.

Investment:  Rs. 17.00 crore.

Achievements
Due to the implementation of the environmental infrastructure projects namely CETP and common 
SLF in the estate of Vatva  discharge of industrial wastewater on land, open drains and Kharicut 
Canal and illegal dumping of solid waste is prevented thus resulted in  clean and aesthetic look to 
the estate.

The other achievements of GESCSL associated with the establishment and operation of these 
projects are as under…

CETP is certi"ed for ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and ISO 18001:2007 for provisions of services 
for e#uent collection, treatment and discharge.

Secured Land"ll Facility is certi"ed for ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and ISO 18001:2007 for 
provisions of services for collection and storage of solid waste.

Winner of Golden Peacock Environment Management Awards 2010 & 2008.

Winner of Greentech Gold Award 2008 and Silver Award 2007 
 

MISSION
“Right from the beginning we have been very active in all activities relevant to the control of 
environmental pollution and protection of environmental quality. We are constantly devoting our 
e$orts and resources to maintain clean environment and sustainable growth. We are adopting new 
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and advanced technologies for achieving highest standards of performance in our EMS. We are 
equally active in creating environmental awareness in industry, public and workers. We are striving 
to continually improve our capability in waste minimization, energy e%ciency, cleaner production, 
eco-industrial development, treatment and safe disposal of waste.” 

Role of GPCB
GPCB has played a vital role in mangement and operation of Common Environment Infrasture 
Facility. GPCB is conducting  frequent monitoring, technical discussions, meeting with the 
association to provide guidance at various technical aspects like how to handle  e#eunt of varied 
nature, to handle the !uctuations in the pollution load and quantities, to choose  the right treatment 
scheme with greater certainty, to promote R&D, to achieve consistent compliance to the prescribed 
standards etc. 
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NEPL- Marching  
Towards Compliance

Naroda Enviro Projects Ltd., is a company registered under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 
1956 and working on “No Pro"t No Loss” basis.  The company is established in 1995, pursuant 
to landmark judgment given by Hon. High Court of Gujarat under SCA No.770 of 1995.  The 
Company is working as a nodal agency between industrial units and various government 
agencies.  The Company has two main projects; the Common E#uent Treatment Plant (CETP) 
which is giving services to the polluting industries of Naroda GIDC Estate and Treatment, 
Storage and Disposal Facilities (TSDF), giving services to industries of Gujarat to dispose 
their hazardous waste in scienti"c manner.

Naroda Eco Park/Paryavaran Mandir at TSDF (Hazardous Waste) Site
A Paryavaran Mandir is developed on the exhausted TSDF/Hazardous Waste Land"ll Site at a 
cost of Rs.6.00 crores having facility of Auditorium (250 seats), Cafeteria, Rest Rooms, Library 
and Conference Rooms.
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Waste Museum at Paryavaran Mandir - TSDF (Hazardous Waste) Site
“Waste Museum” "rst of its kind in the World has taken shape where nearly 1500 industrial units 
hazardous waste will be displayed showing characteristics, quantity and name of the generator to 
encourage industrial symbiosis to reduce the dumping of waste on land and creating products and 
to support the vision of our Chief Minister Shri Narendrabhai Modi to make Gujarat free of waste 
by 2020. 

To achieve the goal NEPL signed the MoU with CEE to develop Waste Knowledge Center to make 
eco-friendly products from waste and thereby to reduce use of land for the purpose of disposal of 
hazardous waste.

Multistage Forced Evaporator (6 stage) 
The "rst CETP to install Multistage Forced Evaporator   with a capacity of 300 KLD.  Nearly 70% of 
e#uent will be recovered as potable water, which can be used by industrial units.  The said system 
was inaugurated by our former Hon’ble Minister of Forest & Environment Shri Mangubhai Patel 
on 5th June, 2012.  This will reduce the pollution load on biological system of CETP and CETP will 
achieve desired norms given by GPCB.
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Electro-coagulation System  
(Capacity 200 KL/hr)

The "rst CETP in Gujarat to install Electro-coagulation 
System as a common facility.  NEPL have installed 200 KL/
hr Electro-coagulation System at the cost of Rs.1.00 crore 
approximately which will be helpful to enable biological 
system to degrade COD parameters more e$ectively.  The 
cost of treatment is also very feasible and viable.

Extended Aeration Tank    (Capacity 11 MLD)

NEPL have started installing 11 MLD Extended Aeration 
Tank with Tubular settler.  It will make the composition of 
e#uent homogenous and solid substances (S.S.) will be 
reduced considerably which will lead to better Secondary 
Aerobic treatment. The said project will likely to cost nearly 
Rs.7.00 crores and will be operational shortly and with its 
operation we are con"dent that CETP Naroda will meet 
desired GPCB norms.

Aeration Grid in three equalization tanks

NEPL have already completed aeration grid in two 
equalization tanks and third is under installation.  The grid 
is of S.S.304 which will remove volatiles and also not allow 
S.S. to settle.  The cost of this project is nearly Rs.30 Lacs. 

Anaerobic Treatment (Pilot Project)    

NEPL have also started pilot project to deal high COD value 
e#uent of our member units on trial basis for 20,000 ltrs/
day.    The said pilot project has costed nearly Rs.10 lacs 
and the results are encouraging. The salient feature of this 
project is that by anaerobic treatment we will generate 
methane gas which can be converted into energy and can 
be utilised as a fuel to run boiler installed for multistage 
evaporator.  This will also reduce the colour value of the 
e#uent and also reduce COD parameters considerably.

Acid Washery

Along with Odhav and Vatva, NEPL have jointly developed 
NOVEL Infrastructure Ltd. at Vatva where member units’ 
acidic waste is disposed o$ for further treatment/sale.  The 
said project is jointly developed with IIUS grant of GoI.
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Wind Mill of 1.25 MW 

NEPL is the only CETP to install Wind Mill of 1.25 MW at Varwala near Dwarka. The installation is 
earning nearly 2 lakh units per annum of electrical units and the same will be compensated against 
energy consumption of our CETP. This is an example to promote renewable energy to reduce global 
warming.

Corporate Social Responsibilities (CSR) 

Waste Collection Centre

The "rst CETP/industrial estate to start collection of used packing  materials like HDPE/LDPE bags, 
corrugated boxes, MS/plastic drums/carboys and used oil.  Initiative will help to reduce illegal/
unauthorised washing of highly toxic chemical-solvent used bags & containers in natural water 
bodies. The said facility was inaugurated by the then Hon’ble Minister of Forest & Environment Shri 
Mangubhai Patel on World Environment Day, 5th June, 2012.

Role of GPCB

GPCB has played a vital role in mangement and operation of Common Environment Infrasture 
Facility. GPCB is conducting  frequent monitoring, technical discussions, meeting with the 
association to provide guidance at various technical aspects like how to handle  e#eunt of varied 
nature, to handle the !uctuations in the pollution load and quantities, to choose  the right treatment 
scheme with greater certainty, to promote R&D, to achieve consistent compliance to the prescribed 
standards etc. 
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Ensuring Responsible Development 
NAROL TEXTILE CLUSTER

In the state of Gujarat, the textile Industry has its unique position as a self-reliant industry.  
Right from production of raw materials to fabrics to manufacturing of garments, the textile 
industry has a major contribution to the economy. In Ahmedabad it contributes gainful 
employment and revenues since more than a century and has won the city accolades 
as ‘Manchester of India’. The legacy still continues today with the industrial area in and 
around Narol on the southern outskirts of Ahmedabad having more than a hundred textile 
processing units.

Most of these processing units have been operational since over a few decades, well before 
the city limits expanded to engulf these localities.  Textile industry is water-intensive in 
nature and availability of this resource, alongwith proximity of river Sabarmati has been a 
major reason of perpetual growth of textile industry in Ahmedabad.

As India enacted strict environmental legislation in 70s and 80s, these units realised their 
obligations and started initiating pollution control measures.  The real impetus, however, 
came after 1995 when the Gujarat High Court closed down 756 chemical industries in 
Ahmedabad.  The High Court directed GIDC (Gujarat Industrial Development Corporation), 
AMC (Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation) and industries to provide a mega pipeline for 
conveyance of treated industrial e#uent from industrial areas of Naroda, Odhav, Vatva and 
Narol and mixing it with treated sewage in order to bring down the Total Dissolved Solids and 
related parameters to an acceptable limit prior to discharging the mixed e#uent into river 
Sabarmati. Capacity constraints of mega pipeline resulted in over!ow of industrial e#uent 
from manholes to through storm water drain in Vatva and Narol area. Problems related to 
water logging, crop failure in the downstream of Kharicut Canal have made GPCB to initiate 
remedial measures. 

E$uent Conveyance Pipeline
GPCB chalked out plans to check water pollution problems and instructed Ahmedabad Textile 
Processors Association (ATPA) -- the apex body representing over 100 textile processing mills 
located in and around Ahmedabad to separate industrial e#uent of textile industries from 
mega pipeline. ATPA hence established Narol Textile Infrastructure & Enviro Management 
(NTIEM) as a not-for-pro"t Special Purpose Vehicle (company) formed under Section-25 of 
Companies’ Act to provide environmental protection infrastructure for its member units. It 
has more than 120 members from textile processing industry in and around Narol, Shahwadi, 
Isanpur and Piplaj areas, within the limits of Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation.   

A separate e#uent conveyance line for textile units of Narol industrial area at the cost of 12 
crores is on the verge of completion. In the "rst phase new internal drainage network has 
been commissioned and the total e#uent is isolated from existing mega pipeline, which has 
prevented over!ow of industrial waste water into Kharicut Canal.   
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Almost all the members of the association have completed up-gradation work of their individual 
ETPs (E#uent Treatment Plants). In the up-gradation work capital outlays ranging from Rs10 Lakhs 
to Rs2 Crores   (total 29.32 crores) has been incurred resulting into considerable decrease in the 
BOD and COD. 

Common E$uent Treatment Plant

There is indeed a growing concern about a better tomorrow and because of this apprehension 
GPCB is taking steady and concrete steps towards an improved, enhanced and green future. 
Besides the individual ETPs, long term measure to check and control water pollution, setting up of 
a Common E#uent Treatment Plant (CETP) for textile cluster is undertaken. The cost of this CETP 
would be Rs.148 crores and is likely to be commissioned by 2013. The CETP shall be designed and 
implemented to handle 100 MLD average !ows, with a master plan to expand to 150 MLD in future.  
The current practice of collection of e#uent from individual units of Narol Textile Cluster into one 
of the seven existing sumps scattered over the expanse of the cluster shall continue.  Each unit will 
pump out e#uent from collection tank located within its own premises, to the nearest sump.  The 
sumps have a closed and protected room constructed over it.  Existing connection of collection 
sumps to the mega pipeline has been removed and each sump has been connected to the new 
gravity trunk line.

The principal concern in achieving consistent performance of the CETP is to monitor discharge 
from individual industries in terms of !ow and pH.  ATPA, for the "rst time on this scale, is installing 
SCADA-based on-line monitoring system in the feed to the CETP.  Each line terminating into the 
sump shall be installed with Magnetic Flow Meter and On-line pH Meter to provide real-time 
measurement of !ow and pH from each industry. Manholes have been a source of many problems 
in existing mega pipeline.  As a safeguard, all manholes and connecting chambers are in GRP 
construction and instead of open pipe ends in manholes, !anged man-ways have been provided 
for inspection as well as cleaning.  Thus, external debris and storm water will not "nd their way into 
the new pipeline.  

Lake Beauti!cation

As a further step towards community development for better environment, GPCB has directed 
ATPA to develop and beautify a Saijpur-Gopalpur Lake which was earlier used for illegal disposal of 
industrial waste water. GPCB took a drive in the month of October, 2011 and identi"ed the major 
culprits discharging waste water in this lake. A door to door survey of the units in this area was 
conducted and sensitised to check their disposal line/leakages/seepages. As a result for the "rst 
time ever, this lake has now become totally dry. It is now decided to beautify this lake in the interest 
of local communities.  

Recently on 5th June, the former Hon’ble Minister of Forest & Environment has laid the foundation 
stone for the development of the Saijpur-Gopalpur Lake. ATPA is developing a lake front with a 
landscaped garden, walking track and a children’s park at the lake with the help of GPCB and the 
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation.  ATPA has allocated a sum of Rs20lakh for the development of 
the lake.

“We can have conferences after conferences, but I think one simple action is better than a million 
good intentions. My book documents such simple actions,” said Gujarat Chief Minister Shri Narendra 
Modi while releasing a book penned by him on climate change in Ahmedabad on December 21.  
This is one of the simple actions undertaken by GPCB for abatement of water pollution in textile 
cluster of Narol that will prove yet again that Gujarat leads the way, not just in development, but 
also in ensuring that the development occurs in a responsible way.
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Technology at Hand for 
Monitoring Optimization at Narol   

In the industrial areas of Narol, Shahwadi, Saijpur and Ranipur lies a big cluster of about 
more than 100 textile units. Most of these textile units use solid fuels like lignite/steam coal 
or wood in the boiler/thermic !uid heater, giving rise to  frequent complaints of air pollution 
from stacks of boiler/thermic !uid heater. 

The Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB) is implementing Air Pollution Control Action 
Plan for Ahmedabad City and has directed all the units using solid fuel and having steam 
generation capacity of more than 2 TPH to upgrade their Air Pollution Control Measures 
(APCM). Installation of bag "lters in textile units and other APCMs and ESPs have yielded 
handsome results and also display the growing understanding in the industry about the 
complementary relationship between human beings and nature. This is also a result of a 
very strong feeling in the industry that damage to the environment should be minimal and 
if possible should be NIL. A total sum of over Rs20crores has already been invested in setting 
up air pollution control measures by these textile units. The importance of controlling and 
checking pollution has gone home loud and clear with individual units having invested in 
the range of more than Rs20lakh to Rs20crores. 
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Environmental concern is now "rmly embedded in the day to day operations in the textile processing 
industry. But because of the cumulative e$ect of air emission from over 100 processing units there 
is still a lot of scope in bringing about improvement in the Ambient Air Quality and hence this 
requires surveillance monitoring to control emission of particulate matter. 

GPCB Regional O%ce, Ahmedabad has come out with a unique project to control this air pollution 
by visual live monitoring of emission from stack of boiler/ thermic !uid heater. The image of plume 
with boiler stack captured by CCTV camera, transferred through DVR (Digital Video Recorder) and 
thus live images are received through internet on LCD-TV which is installed at the Ahmedabad 
Regional O%ce. A total of 29 units of DVR have been installed which are connected to 57 cameras 
that cover 89 di$erent stacks of boiler/thermic !uid heater in 75 units.  The stack recordings remain 
for 30 days. 

In case of observation of thick smoke emission from a stack, the surveillance o%cer immediately 
contacts the person in charge of the unit through mobile and instructs to take necessary actions to 
control the same. This has also resulted in optimum fuel consumption and live physical monitoring 
of emission which in turn reduces air pollution. Thus, with limited o%ce sta$, the system has become 
very helpful and e$ective for better surveillance monitoring for air pollution. Subsequently this 
system is now being extended to others areas like the Vatva GIDC where 14 units and to other city 
areas where 4 units  have installed  CCTV cameras.  

It would also be pertinent to note that the members of Ahmedabad Textile Processors Association 
(ATPA) have proactively responded to the novel idea of live emission monitoring of !ue gas chimney 
through CCTV, by GPCB. This has also led to automation of fuel charging system in place of manual 
charging system resulting in optimal use of fuel and reduction in emission. 

Use of technology has helped in reduction of air pollution related problems in surrounding 
residential areas directly re!ecting in lesser number of complaints regarding air pollution. The 
actions initiated by GPCB go on to speak volumes about its commitment for a clean and green 
Ahmedabad. Measures taken are also getting re!ected in the improvement of the ambient air 
quality of Ahmedabad which has taken giant strides – From number 4, Ahmedabad is now number 
66 in the list published by CPCB for highly polluted cities with respect to quality of air. A future that 
the coming generations will be proud of! 
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Eco friendly Idol Immersion  
at Ahmedabad 

In India, idol worship has been in practice since ancient times. On festive occasions such as 
Vinayaka Chathurthi, Durga Puja, Saraswati Puja, it is a religious tradition to immerse idols in 
water bodies like river, lake, ponds, estuaries, open coastal beaches and wells. Consequent 
pollution of such bodies has been a matter of great concern and there have been public 
interest litigation as well in this regard. In addition to silting, toxic chemicals used in making 
idols tends to reach out and pose serious problems of water pollution. 

In ancient times only natural things like milk, curd, ghee, coconut, betel leaves and river 
water were usually used during worship. Idols were made of clay and natural colours. But 
now the trend has changed and synthetic colors, decorative materials like metal ornaments, 
oily substances are being used which severally a$ected the aquatic life and surrounding 
environment after immersion of idols in water bodies. 

The festival of ‘Ganesha’ is celebrated on very large scale in the state of Maharashtra causing 
severe water pollution in water bodies like ponds, lakes, rivers and estuaries   through idols 
immersion. In light of this a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) was "led in the Hon’ble High Court 
of Mumbai to restraint immersion of idols in the water bodies and to prevent water pollution. 
The Hon’ble High Court of Mumbai noted the serious consequences of idol immersion on 
natural resources and gave directions to the Central Government to bring out guidelines 
for immersion of idols and also to consider related matters with regard to pollution of 
water bodies. It was further directed that both the Union as well as the State Governments 
shall consider it expeditiously because the time lost involving the pollution might prove 
dangerous for environment of the country in the long run. 

Clean river before idol immersion River after idol immersion 
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In view of directions of the Hon’ble High Court of Mumbai, the Central Pollution Control Board 
(CPCB) in June 2010 brought out ‘Guidelines for Immersion of Idols’ in water bodies. The guidelines 
prescribed the rules, regulations and procedures for idol immersion in lakes, rivers and seas 
and circulated the same to all State Pollution Control Boards so that the necessary action and 
implementation can be undertaken. 

Similarly, in the state of Gujarat a PIL was admitted in Hon’ble High Court of Gujarat regarding 
prevention of idol immersion in big rivers like Narmada, Sabarmati, Tapi, and also in lakes like 
Kankaria in Ahmedabad and Ajwa in Vadodara and many other small rivers.  And the Hon’ble High 
Court of Gujarat in its judgment declared that the restrictions mentioned in the guidelines of idol 
immersion published by the CPCB were the most responsible guidelines and in the larger public 
interest. 

Implementation of directions in Gujarat 

In order to follow the CPCB guidelines in Gujarat, the Principal Secretary of Department of 
Environment and Forest (DoEF) vide order dated 12/07/2011 directed all District Collectors, 
Municipal Commissioners and Police Commissioners of Gujarat under section 5 of the E (P) Act 
1986 to ensure fullest compliance of the directions. 

Actions taken by Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB)

In pursuance to the directions of the Hon’ble High Court, GPCB Ahmedabad Regional O%ce 
(RO) has played a noteworthy role. Regular sampleing taken at three stages i.e. pre-immersion, 
during Immersion and post –immersion to assess the water quality and deterioration due to idol 
immersion. 

The Ahmedabad RO has also carried out massive awareness programme in 2010 and 2011. 
Awareness in people created about pollution problems due to idol immersion. Unfortunately the 
overall response for implementation of idol immersion guidelines was very poor. Keeping in mind 
the past experience, the government decided to propagate the guidelines well in advance for 
current year (2012) to the various agencies involved in the idol immersion and accordingly GPCB’s 
Regional O%cer under the guidance of the Chairman and Member Secretary, coordinated with 
AMC and other government agencies concerned.

RO Ahmedabad also conducted a massive awareness program in co-ordination with the media and 
AMC to celebrate eco friendly Ganesh Utsav prior to Ganesh Chaturthi. 

Member Secretary, GPCB took keen interest and provided technical inputs to implementing 
agencies. The idea of naming the arti"cial pond as a “Pavitra Visarjan Kund” came from the Member 
Secretary. This excellent inspirational thought of naming the pond as a ‘holy pond’ paved the way 
in changing the mindset of the people at large. 

Ganesh Visarjan in Pavitra Visarjan Kund
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GPCB also organised di$erent competitions like ‘Eco-friendly model making’, Poster making and 
debate competition in coordination with the K.K. Shashtri Government Science College, Ahmedabad. 
A special competition ‘The Open Page’ was also held in cooperation with an educational magazine. 
Many students participated and showed their interest towards eco-friendly Ganesh Utsav. The 
winners were awarded prizes by the  Chairman, GPCB. 

Actions taken by Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation:

It is noteworthy that even the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation was very "rm to implement 
the directions issued by Department of Forests & Environment as well as GPCB. Both AMC and 
GPCB worked hand in hand to prepare arti"cial ponds at various strategic locations and to make an 
arrangement for proper disposal of solid and liquid waste generated from idol immersion. A mass 
public awareness was also created through media and local news papers. 

AMC created 14 di$erent ponds on the bank of River Sabarmati starting from Indira Bridge right up 
to Sardar Bridge. These ponds were named as “Pavitra Ganesh Visarjan Kund” and made with plastic 
liners. Following the CPCB guidelines, these ponds were cordoned o$ and barricaded with bamboo 
and wooden logs. 

GPCB managed many volunteers from schools/colleges on each pond to make people aware for 
idol immersion. For safe immersion of idols, great care was taken that religious sentiment of the 
people at large was given the top most priority.

Competition on ‘eco friendly models & posters 
of Lord Ganesha 

GPCB also arranged awareness programs along with 
noted environmental NGO Paryavaran Mitra through 
posters and pamphlets. 

GPCB o%cials spread awareness distributing 
pamphlets 

Ahmedabad Regional O%cer participated in a radio 
talk along with Paryavaran Mitra on   Vividh Bharti on 
12/09/2012.

Banners for creating public awareness on idol immersion
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O%cials of Gujarat Pollution Control Board discussing Ganesh Visarjan 

Role of Media: 

Media also played a very positive and pro-active role to create awareness amongst the people at 
large by publishing various articles, news and advertisements in the daily news papers. Besides 
announcements were also made on a very regular basis on Vividh Bharti and other radio stations 
about eco friendly Ganesha Visarjan to save environment. 

GPCB’s o%cers were on the toes during period of idol immersion. After completion of festive 
ceremony, GPCB had drawn attention of AMC towards certain directions issued regarding post 
activities to be carried out after idol immersion of Lord Ganesha. GPCB also submitted analysis 
report of water samples collected from Pavitra Ganesh Visarjan Kund. Analysis report revealed that 
water and wet soil were contaminated. Hence, AMC was instructed to dispose of soil to TSDF site 
and water to CETP. 
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CETP - GIDC Sarigam:
Abating Pollution

The Gujarat Industrial Development Corporation (GIDC) has developed about 400 hectares 
of land at GIDC Sarigam Industrial Estate in Umbergaon taluka of Valsad district in south 
Gujarat.  In this estate around 400 industrial units, mainly   Chemical, Textile, Paper Mills, 
Plastic, Engineering, and other small, medium and large scale sector are located. GIDC 
has provided necessary infrastructure like road, water supply, drainage and electricity in 
the estate. There is an e#uent collection, conveyance and disposal pipeline system in this 
industrial estate. The e#uent disposal pipeline commences at the "nal pumping station and 
terminates at the di$user site in Arabian Sea near village Tadgam.

Challenges/Issues Faced:

Earlier, high COD and Ammonical Nitrogen were serious issues in the waste water discharged 
from "nal pumping station. The Honorable Gujarat High Court directed all industrial units 
situated within Sarigam Industrial estate to get veri"ed their Environment Management 
System by Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology, Surat (SVNIT). Subsequently 
SVNIT has inspected 225 industries and gave recommendations for upgradation of their 
existing EMS. Based on these recommendations given by SVNIT, the industrial units have 
modi"ed/upgraded their EMS. Till date a sum of about Rs 17crores have been spent by 
industries for up-gradation of their EMS. Due to this there has been signi"cant improvement 
in COD and Ammonical Nitrogen values in waste water discharged from "nal pumping 
station. 

Even after carrying out the modi"cations and improvements made by individual industries, 
the COD and Ammonical Nitrogen discharge were  not meeting the GPCB discharge norms. 
To overcome this problem as per the directions of Hon’ High Court of Gujarat and GPCB, 
GIDC is constructing Common E#uent Treatment Plant (CETP), of 15MLD capacity. This CETP 
will take care of "nal treatment of waste water of existing industries and also from proposed 
industries in the Sarigam GIDC estate. 

Implementation & Treatment Methodology:

Treatment System:  

Capacity: 15 MLD, Two batteries each of 7.5 MLD

Pretreatment includes Coarse and Fine Bar Screen, Grit Removal System, Oil/Grease 
Removal Trap.
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Collection cum equalisation tank with coarse bubble di$used aeration grid. 

Physico chemical treatment includes neutralisation, !ash mixing, !occulation followed by 
sedimentation in primary clari!occulator.

Two stage Biological Treatment under aerobic conditions (DIFFUSED AERATION SYSTEM) in bio 
reactors followed by secondary clari"er.

Tertiary treatment for the removal of Ammonical Nitrogen by treatment with LIME / Chlorine, 
dechlorination followed by activated carbon treatment. 

CETP to be controlled by PLC SCADA system.

The total project cost of CETP is about Rs. 80cores which includes civil, mechanical, electrical, 
instrumentation, land and other miscellaneous costs. At present about 65% construction work of 
CETP has been completed. It is proposed to complete and put in operation the 1st battery of 7.5 
MLD by Jan 2013, and 2nd battery of 7.5 MLD by June 2013. 

Bene!ts, E"ects & Result Achieved:

After commissioning of the CETP "nal quality of existing treated waste water discharge will further 
improve. The treated waste water discharge into deep sea will meet the marine disposal norms.

Photographs  of  CETP ( under construction)
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Vapi CETP: 
Steps in Right Direction  

Vapi GIDC Estate was established in 1967. The estate houses industrial units mainly 
comprising of chemicals, pesticides, dyes and dyes intermediates, pharmaceuticals, textile, 
pigment and pulp and paper. Vapi CETP is the one of largest running wastewater treatment 
plants in India. CETP was designed and built by the National Environmental Engineering and 
Research Institute (NEERI) in 1997.  It was in the year 1997 that Vapi Industrial Association 
(VIA) took charge of the CETP from the GIDC and formed a company Vapi Waste & E#uent 
Management Company Limited (VWEMCL) to look after the CETP management. 

CETP was designed for 55MLD capacity and subsequently domestic waste water from 
residential area was also diverted in to the CETP.  As of now average 50 to 55MLD of industrial 
e#uent generated by the member units located in the estate is conveyed to the CETP 
through 93-km long underground pipeline network by incorporating "ve pumping stations. 
The CTEP receives partially treated waste water from 866 member units.  

NEERI was also engaged to monitor CETP performance and adequacy to treat hydraulic and 
organic load. Capacity expansion work of CETP is in progress. Adequacy report from NEERI is 
received for expanding the capacity up to 70 MLD. 

Challenges/Issues faced by the CETP:

About 70% of the industries are manufacturing chemicals such as dyes and dyes intermediates, 
pigments, pesticides, "ne chemicals, and pharmaceuticals.  The  main problem of CETP is 
treatment of  high COD and Ammonical Nitrogen in the waste water received. 

Implementation & Treatment Methodology:

Vapi CETP is having a conventional treatment plant consisting of physical, chemical and 
biological systems. The CETP receives industrial along with domestic waste water from 
industries located in GIDC, Vapi as well as domestic sewage from the residential area. The 
waste water is allowed to pass through screen chamber, where larger particles such as rags 
and paper are removed. Subsequently in the grit chamber, sand particles are removed by 
gravity settling. The waste water !ows to equalization tanks, where it is   neutralised with 
lime. As a coagulant aluminum chloride is added & polyelectrolyte is added as !occulent 
to the e#uent from the equalization tanks, thereafter the waste water is treated in primary 
clari"ers. In the primary clari"ers suspended solids are allowed to settle and the over!ow is 
directed to the aeration tanks, where the activated sludge process, resulting in to formation 
of new biomass. Further settling treatment is carried out in secondary clari"ers, where 
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aluminum is added to aid the settlement of the sludge. Secondary sludge is partly recycled back 
in to the aeration tank and remaining in the sludge drying beds. Primary sludge from the primary 
clari"ers is pumped directly to the sludge thickeners, decanter and centrifuge, where sludge is 
dewatered. Dried sludge is disposed at Vapi-TSDF site. Finally treated e#uent is discharged in to 
estuary of River Damanganga. 

In 2010, CETP also commissioned FACCO treatment system, having capacity of 300 KLD, for the 
treatment refractory COD reduction for high COD stream wastewater. Till date 34 units are sending 
their waste water to CETP for further treatment in to FACCO and 9 units have set up separate FACCO 
in their own premises.

E#uent stream of individual units is identi"ed and segregated at source for better streamlining 
the treatment. To overcome problem of refractory COD, 17 units have installed individual Multiple 
E$ect Evaporator (MEE) in their premises. One common MEE will be installed at CETP Vapi for small 
scale units.

Up-gradation/modi!cations done by the CETP in last two years:

Installation of auto  screening system in !ow chamber

Aeration grid in three equalization tank and  associated work done

Flash mixers, Flocculator & associates items like tank for PAC and PE and dosing systems

Installation of 20  new  40HP surface aerators in aeration tank

Two number of UASB rector with each of 7.5MLD capacity commissioned 

Phosphorous addition in aeration tank 

Installation of online !ow meter at inlet and out let, pH meter and TOC meter and DO meter  

CETP is having full-!edged laboratory, R&D facility, Tissue Culture Laboratory & pilot plant to cater 
the daily analysis needs of the plant. 

The total investment incurred is Rs. 90crores which include investment made by member industries 
and CETP for up gradation of existing EMS in last two years.

In addition GIZ, under the ongoing Indo German Development Cooperation is providing technical 
support to VWEMCL for assessing CETP functioning and need for further improvement in CETP for 
better results.

Improvements/Bene!ts/Result Achieved:

After up-gradation by member industries and up-gradation of CETP, the overall water pollution 
load has decreased .Considerable reduction is also achieved in the pollutants like COD & ammonical 
nitrogen. 

There have also been consistent improvements in last two years and the COD value of the treated 
e#uent is reduced ranging from 400 mg/l to 500mg/l and e$orts are being put to further reduction 
of COD i.e. up to 250 mg/l.  Further to this ammonical nitrogen has already gone below the prescribed 
limit of 50 mg/l.  
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Graphical representation for !nal outlet results of CETP, Vapi is as bellow

Bird’s eye view of CETP 

View Of Areation Tanks View Of Equalisation Tank
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Flow Diagram of Treatment Scheme 
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CETP Augmentation For 
Environmental Compliance  
at  ETL, GIDC Ankleshwar 

Enviro Technology Ltd (ETL) operates a unique Common E#uent Treatment Plant (CETP) 
at GIDC Ankleshwar. Major promoter of the Company is United Phosphorus Ltd (UPL). This 
CETP treats raw e#uent collected from small scale industries and gives primary, secondary 
and tertiary treatment.

The CETP was set up in 1995 and commissioned in 1996

The CETP was set up with a capacity to collect and treat 1 MLD of raw e#uent. The CETP was 
modernized in 2004-2005 with changeover of surface aeration system to di$used aeration 
system and capacity enhancement from 1 MLD to 1.8 MLD

The initial cost of CETP was Rs 5.71 Crores. The present total investment in CETP comes to Rs 
14.11 Crores

ETL is serving about 275 small scale industries in Ankleshwar GIDC. These industries send their 
raw e#uent to CETP. ETL takes care of the treatment and the treated e#uent is discharged to 
FETP of NCTL for further treatment and disposal up to deep sea

With the treatment of e#uent at ETL, the pollution load is removed and the COD / Ammonical 
Nitrogen load to FETP is reduced.

Challenges / issues faced by the Industry

The basic issues identi"ed were e#uent having high Ammonical Nitrogen and refractory 
COD. Earlier, CETP was not having facility for removal of Ammonical Nitrogen and for 
reduction of certain pollutants giving COD

Implementation and methodology

With the action plan and discussions, ETL implemented various schemes to improve the 
performance of the CETP.  Awareness sessions were conducted with industries to reduce 
the pollution load at the generation. Segregation of the e#uent streams was another area 
where due importance is given

ETL engaged prestigious national institutions like IIT (Kanpur / Mumbai), Central Leather 
Research Institute (CLRI Chennai), Agharkar Research Institute (Pune) for research work and 
improving the performance of the CETP.
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The focused action plans were;

Reducing pollution at source and segregation of waste streams. For this, industries were 
categorized and detailed studies carried out

Ammonical Nitrogen removal – extensive studies carried out for removal of Ammonical Nitrogen. 
Finally, Magnesium Ammonium Phosphate (MAP) Process was developed and implemented

Bio Augmentation - ETL has followed Bioaugmentation since last 15 months using di$erent 
kinds of microorganisms purchased from NCL, Pune and IMTECH, Chandigarh. This has resulted 
into, BOD reduction is more than 95 % and COD reduction is more than 80 %. Also, Ammonical 
Nitrogen is consistently less than 50 mg / l.

Equalization tank 3 & 4 Flash mixing tank

Bene!ts, e"ect and results achieved

The total investment for this project of improving performance of CETP is Rs 1.6 Crores. After 
implementing the project, Ammonical Nitrogen is consistently less than 50 mg / l and BOD less 
than 25 mg / l. Performance data of last "ve years is given below:

Five Year Average
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Right E"orts Bring Success   
to CETP Umaraya

A Common E#uent Treatment Plant (CETP) was commissioned at Umraya in Padra Taluka 
of Vadodara district in the year 2000 with a view to cater the need for the treatment of 
e#uent generated from small and medium scale industries located along the ECP channel 
as well as for the industries located in nearby landlocked areas. The CETP, managed by Enviro 
Infrastructure Co. Ltd.(EICL), discharges treated e#uent in ECP channel, for which they had 
been alloted quota of 2.25MLD. The total installed capacity of CETP is now 2250KLD after 
having started with 655 KLD e#uent in the initial stage. Over a period of time the quantity 
has been increased by the existing member units & addition of new units. By 2010-11 the 
total in!ow has been increased up to 1200-1400 KLD. 

Challenges /issues faced by the CETP:

Since, the ECP e#uent was not meeting with the norms for quite long time, to bring it under 
compliance was a great challenge for  Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB) and the ECP 
members. Besides, EICL has allotted additional quota to new as well as existing member 
units. Increase in e#uent load, that too from the diversi"ed industries, has posed further 
challenge to CETP to maintain the discharge norms. 

Implementation & Methodology:

Considering the scenario, GPCB has diverted some of the new as well as old non-compliant 
industries like S.D.Intermmediates, Saraswati Pigments & Prasad International from direct 
discharge in to ECP channel to CETP of EICL to improve upon the quality in ECP channel. 
Looking to the cummulative consented quantity of their member units, GPCB has recently 
granted them consent for the opearation at  full capacity, i.e. 2250 KLD. As a result of 
pursuasive e$orts of GPCB, EICL has started accepting e#uent which falls within CETP inlet 
norms only. Alert through SMS is being sent to GPCB regarding rejected tankers. Besides, 
they have introduced GPS on all their dedicated tankers to check any default in conveyance. 
The vigourous checking of incoming e#uent to CETP has instilled self discipline amongst 
the member units to maintain the quality  of e#uent well within inlet norms. 
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Bene!ts, E"ects & Results Achieved:

The persistant e$orts have  resulted in avoiding !uctuations/shock load in quality of e#uent 
at inlet of CETP and better adaptability to biological treatment due to consistency in e#uent 
characteristics. 

With a view to accommodate additional discharge from existing member industries, a series of 
interactive meeting were taken by GPCB with CETP management and member industries to check 
their booked quantity, consented quantity and actual discharge quantity. After developing a matrix 
of these quantities, spare quantity was worked out to accommodate additional discharge which 
was approved by GPCB based on merits. Thus, by involving in to a dialogue with the member 
industries, optimisation of e#uent quantity has been worked out. 

EICL has started using BiOWiSH, a speciality nutrient along with improvement in aeration system to 
foster bacterial growth & thus improved e%cacy of secondary treatment. They have installed online 
pH & TOC meters, to constantly monitor to improve upon "nal discharge quality. Thus, over the 
years although there has been an increase in e#uent load, they managed to maintain the quality of 
the "nal discharge. EICL has also initiated steps for expansion of treatement facility from 2.25 MLD 
to 4.5 MLD with capital investment of Rs. 22crores.

Tankers unloading e$uent received from member units

CETP - EICL
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Electro-oxidation for Removal of 
Refractory COD at CETP Nandesari

Amongst the many GIDC estates in Gujarat, the Nandesari GIDC estates in the central Gujarat 
district of Vadodara is one of the oldest chemical estates in the state comprising of many 
small and medium sector chemical industries. Nandesari Industries Association (NIA) has got 
more than 200 member units of which about 140 are having e#uent discharge. Earlier they 
were treating their e#uent individually & discharging it in to River Mini. Because of techno-
economic short comings and complexity of waste to be treated, they couldn’t meet with the 
norms. GIDC had established & commissioned the Common E#uent Treatment Plant (CETP) 
in 1990 with treated e#uent discharge outlet in to ECP channel. But due to lack of proper 
conveyance system and expertise, it could not succeed. NIA (Nandesari Industries Association) 
took over the operations in 1994. Since then, CETP has gone through many changes and 
modi"cations like switching over to tanker transport conveyance system, segregation 
of e#uents from organic & inorganic industries, improvement in primary treatment by 
installation of oil-grease traps, proper dosing mechanism, equalisation, introduction of 
di$used aeration with bio-wish, tertiary treatment, "lter press & hypo dosing system.  

Challenges/Issues faced by the CETP:
However, due to very low BOD:COD ratio (refractory COD) of e#uents generated by some of 
the industries and due to frequent shock loads due to batch process carried out by the small 
scale industries, it was very di%cult to maintain the biomass levels in the aeration tank. NIA 
had spent lot of money & e$orts for the improvement but of no use. 

Implementation & Methodology:
In 2007, NIA awarded R&D work to NEERI for up-gradation of the CETP, for which they had 
suggested electro-oxidation treatment scheme. NEERI carried out pilot plant studies, where 
activated carbon "lling between the electrodes created lot of operational problems. So in 
April 2011, the activated carbon was removed and the experiments continued along with 
addition of H2O2. The results were encouraging and colourless e#uent with a reduction of 55-
80% on a continuous basis was achieved. But the current requirement was very high making 
it very uneconomical. All these results were achieved with carbon and steel electrodes. Since 
a variety of e#uents were involved, the time for the experimentation lengthened. This led to 
slowing down of the project implementation, wherein GPCB in 2010 stepped in and stopped 
giving permission for any new discharge in the CETP. Further pressure was created on CETP 
authority and member units when the total tankers being received and consented quantity 
were monitored. Thereafter CETP was also directed to give a bank guarantee to GPCB to 
ensure timely completion of the project.
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NIA on their own started the development of the system and after one year of concentrated e$orts 
they were successful in development of the technology based on electro-oxidation with generation 
of nascent chlorine which is a strong oxidising agent to degrade the organic matter in the waste 
water. The electrodes used are based on Titanium with coating of precious alloys to withstand 
corrosion. These electrodes have capacity to generate higher quantity of nascent chlorine which 
degrades the organic matter within hours. 

Out of total 22 reactors required to treat the entire quantity of organic e#uent, 16 reactors have 
been commissioned, with the pumping rate of 6.5 ~ 8 m3/hr with 20 hours working for each reactor. 
Alkaline scrubber to capture free chlorine fumes is being installed. The total investment made on 
this project is about Rs18crores. The cost of treatment is about Rs0.15 ~Rs.0.18/litre of wastewater. 
Results achieved successfully with the implementation of this system are as below: 

A panoramic view of the entire system

Parameter Untreated Waste Water Treated Waste Water

COD

Phenolic Compds

Ammoniacal 
Nitrogen

Colour

4800 ~ 5000 mg/L

18 ~20 mg/L

250 ~ 350 mg/L

 
Dark Brown 

150 ~200 mg/L

Below Detectable Limits

< 5 mg/L 

Colourless
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Bene!ts, E"ects & Results Achieved:

This technology proved to be useful not only to treat the complex e#uent with refractory COD, but 
also for the e%cient removal of ammonical nitrogen, cyanides & phenolic compounds. It eliminates 
the need for segregation of conc. streams for speciality treatments like MEE and incineration. 
Besides, the cost of treatment is much less than MEE & incineration. Very less area is required as 
compared to conventional treatment facility. With the R&D facility of this technology, NIA has also 
extended treatability studies to about 60 industries from various parts of Gujarat.  The success of 
the treatment by this technology for various types of waste waters is more than 95%. NIA has also 
been successful in treating e#uent from CETP of Narmada Cleantech Ltd., Bharuch, Panoli Enviro 
Technology Ltd., Panoli, Green Environment Services Co-op Soc, Vatva. Also looking to the results 
and overall compliance by the CET, GPCB was able to start giving permission for new discharges. 
The CETP has also initiated proceeding for expansion of e#uent from 5.5 MLD to 12MLD, with a 
capital investment of Rs 60crores.
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E#uent conveyance channel known as ECP channel managed by Vadodara Enviro Channel 
Limited (VECL- formerly E#uent Channel Project Limited, ECP) was constructed 30 years 
ago to convey the e#uent from major industries located in Vadodara namely IOCL-Gujarat 
Re"nery, RIL (formerly IPCL), GSFC, Nandesari CETP (140 member industries) and subsequently 
Umaraya CETP (75 member industries) and other 30 industries from the point of Dhanora to 
the estuary of River Mahi, a distance of about 55-km. This is a brick masonry channel covered 
with concrete slabs designed for 145 MLD !ow. The channel cross section has top width of 
2.05 m. and U shape at bottom with 1.9 m. depth at center and it is laid at a gradient of 1 
in 3000. ECP channel passes through Vadodara and Padra Taluka of Vadodara District and 
Jambusar Taluka of Bharuch district. The channel, which is running almost parallel to the river 
Mahi, was meant to protect the river from industrial discharge. Because of the availability of 
such good conveyance facility in the area, industrialisation became possible in the area all 
along the channel. 

Challenges/Issues faced by the Conveying System:

Initially, due to lack of strict regulations & e$ective monitoring, there was unabated discharge 
of non-conforming e#uents by the member industries for years. Besides, in absence of any 
surface water source, farmers along the ECP channel were rampantly using e#uent for 
irrigation. Over a period of time, as the channel became old & worn out, the problems of 
ground water contamination have cropped up in some of the areas along the ECP channel 

Channelised approach  
for Disposal of E$uent,  
Vadodara Region
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in 2011. Because of this, GPCB & ECP management has faced a lot of !ak from the local people & 
NGOs, which include demand to stop further industrial development in the area.  GPCB issued 
notice to ECP authority as the quality of e#uent discharged from the "nal outlet of ECP channel in 
to estuary of River Mahi was found to be exceedingly non-conforming to the prescribed standards 
and also for lack of adequate monitoring of outlet of individual member units apart from other 
shortcoming in operation and maintenance of ECP channel.    

Implementation & Methodology:
Though it was a mammoth task to police the entire 55-km stretch of ECP channel e$ectively, 
GPCB and ECP management looking to the serious consequences, have taken some strict actions/
measures to cope with the situation.  GPCB then worked out a complete strategy for monitoring the 
ECP rigorously. A vigilance team has also been constituted for the purpose. Odd hours monitoring 
has been increased on ECP line. Besides, defaulter units found discharging acidic &/or non-
conforming e#uents in to ECP channel are subjected to very strict & punitive actions, like closure for 
a very longer period by GPCB. Series of meeting are held with ECP, associations & member units for 
implementing the proper actions/measures to comply with the norms. Both the CETPs (EICL & NIA) 
have been asked to take e$ective measures to control the inlet quality as well as to improve upon 
the discharge quality. Besides, GPCB has stopped the permissions of new outlets &/or additional 
discharge in ECP channel. As a result many of the new projects have come up with the proposal 
of zero discharge by RO, MEE, incinerator etc. Due to constant follow up by GPCB for compliance, 
existing member units have also upgraded/ refurbished their ETP systems, especially to curtail COD 
& ammonical nitrogen. 

ECP management has changed their entire sta$ structure, including security along the ECP. They 
have also taken some stringent actions like temporary closure of the outlets & levying of "ne from 
defaulter industries. They have also increased their own monitoring network along the channel. 
Besides, the members having less discharge quantity are regulated by having a "x schedule for 
discharge & valve locking system on their outlet by ECP. VECL has taken two major shutdowns in 
last two years and carried out major cleaning, repairs & maintenance of the channel & the siphons 
all along the channel at the cost of Rs1.40crores. They have also carried out refurbishment as 
suggested by an IIT Rorkee report, at the cost of Rs3crores.

Series of meetings were held to work out long term strategy, a future road map for sustainability 
of this wonderful conveyance system. Assessment & control of seepage, checking of stability & 
hydraulic carrying capacity of channel from some reputed institution like ERM, MSU, IIT-Roorkee, 
installation of online !ow meters, pH, TOC & NH3-N meters for e$ective monitoring, design 
veri"cation of lagoons for proper equalisation before discharge at ‘J’ point, laying of pipeline to 
extend discharge point as per NIO study etc. are some of the time bound actions decided in the 
meeting. 

Bene!ts, E"ects & Results Achieved:
Because of the above e$orts, the quality of e#uent being discharged in to estuary of River Mahi at 
‘J’ point has been improved a lot, especially with respect to signi"cant parameters like BOD, COD 
& NH3-N.  Further some contributors of pollution to ECP have been routed through CETP-EICL to 
reduce load on ECP. 
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Learning Lessons:  
Jetpur Textile Cluster

Jetpur is a small town located about 70-KM away from Rajkot on Rajkot-Junagadh Highway. 
Though a small town, Jetpur is center for dyeing and printing of cotton fabrics which is 
famous not only in India but in other countries also. The textile printing units developed as 
cottage industry and today there are around 1173 units in Jetpur.

Earlier e#uent of the printing units and the sewage from the town discharged directly into 
the River Bhadar. Jetpur and Navagadh town are located on the banks of the Bhadar River. 
This un-thoughtful disposal of colored waste water caused serious damage not only to the 
surface water but it also polluted the ground water.

The printing industries realised the grave problem of water pollution and formed an 
association. A scheme was developed to treat e#uent in Common E#uent Treatment Plant 
(CETP) after its con!uence with sewage of the town. Drainage and conveyance facilities were 
developed to convey e#uent to CETP of 7 MLD capacity. 

A case before the Honorable High Court of Gujarat was "led vide SCA NO 254/2009 with 
reference to pollution in Jetpur town. 

To tackle issues of Jetpur in a fast and e%cient manner, the Gujarat Pollution control Board 
(GPCB) opened a new Regional O%ce in Jetpur in January 2012. The new Regional O%ce has 
jurisdiction of four talukas Jetpur, Dhoraji, Upleta and Jamkandorna.                                               

Two major wide spread industrial sectors in this region are: 
Dyeing and printing mainly in and around Jetpur.

Processing of plastic waste mainly in Dhoraji and Upleta.

Environmental Issues:
In!ow to CETP was not meeting with inlet quality norms

Inadequate e#uent  treatment is given by process houses

Inadequate treatment and disposal of the e#uent  through  authorized (Consented) 
washing-ghats  but located at remote places 

Development of illegal washing-ghats at very remote places.

Printing units operational without obtaining CCA of GPCB.

E#uent conveyance channel is not maintained adequately and regularly by JDPA (Jetpur 
Dyeing Printing Association). 
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No separate Sewage Treatment Plant established by Jetpur Municipality.

No Municipal Solid Waste dump site is developed by municipality.

Operation of numerous small scale plastic lumps manufacturing units without CCA of the 
Board. 

Root Cause for Environmental Issues:
Illegal washing activity is done as the printing units are not associated with authorised washing 
ghat and they are not having valid CTE/CCA of the Board. 

Illegal washing activity is very cost e$ective and without holding any responsibility.

Large printing units are giving their cloth for printing and washing to very small scale units as 
job work.

Damage or over!ow of CETP channel is mainly due to non corrective measures of association 
regarding the maintenance of CETP channel. 

To save their treatment cost, process houses discharge their untreated e#uent to CETP. 

More in!ow in CETP is due to more production by the units and increased population of 
Jetpur.

Due to mismanagement and reluctance of the process houses located outside Jetpur region has 
lead to environmental issues.

Corrective Measures:
An Expert Committee is formed vide order of Hon. High Court Recommendations of the Expert 
Committee were incorporated.

Drive taken by GPCB for increase of ‘consented’ washing-ghats. As a result of authorized washing 
ghats has gone up to 180 from 92. 

Third party monitoring and certi"cation of washing-ghats has been introduced with the support 
of VVP Engineering College, an accredited Schedule-1 Auditor.

Stringent monitoring carried out to identify illegal washing ghat and their associated printing 
units. Strict legal action has been taken against erring units.

Regular monitoring and instructions to JDPA for proper maintenance and repair of the e#uent 
channel.

Constant follow-up through meetings and instructions given to process-houses for in-house 
primary treatment to the e#uent and installing online pH & !ow meters.

More than 425 illegal washing ghats demolished with the help of District Authority and the 
industry association in the last few months.

More than 90 FIRs "led against landowners of the illegal washing ghats. 

As a result of constant follow-up, JDPA is working to establish a separate Sewage Treatment Plant 
(STP) and CTE is already granted for the same. 
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Draft Action Plan has been prepared in compliance of the order/directions issued by Hon’ble 
High Court vide order SCA No. 254/2009 dated 12-09-2012.

New full proof mechanism of issuing Membership Certi"cates along with the unique code of 
printing units and their associated washing-ghats has been introduced.

Monitoring/survey of illegal washing-ghats along with JDPA.

Utilisation of Treated E$uent 
CETP – Jetpur is the biggest Common E#uent Treatment Plant of its kind in entire Saurashtra 
region.

Treated e#uent is given to farmers of Jetpur, Derdi and Pithadia village.

About 1200 acres of agriculture area is bene"ted with the help of piping network, done by 
JDPA.

Treated e#uent given to farmers free of cost and available 24 hour as per requirement of 
farmers.

As this year, in Jetpur region rainfall is comparatively low, even through 2 tons/acre cotton is 
cultivated in and around area of CETP.  

About 10,000 tree plantation carried out with the help of treated e#uent.

 
Future Road Map

CETP of washing ghat, village: Bhat Gam, Taluka:  Bhesan, District: Junagadh  
30 MLD CETP for washing ghat.

EC and CTE obtained by JDPA. 

About 50% civil construction work completed.

CETP of Jetpur Dyeing Printing Association
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CETP of washing ghat, village: Deradi Taluka: Jetpur, District: Rajkot 
20 MLD CETP for washing ghat.

EC and CTE obtained by JDPA. However new site is being identi"ed by JDPA.

JDPA is also to set up 6 MLD STP in Jetpur for treatment of domestic waste water. 
GPCB has already issued NOC for the STP.

Learning Lessons From Individual Entity: A Case Study

In Jetpur, there is s unit named Meera Processors-engaged in printing saris and washing their 
printed clothes at washing ghat. The unit switched over to modern technology and started the 
process of washing in-house with improved treatment facility. Meera Processors is also reusing the 
water and derives the following bene"ts by new introduction.

Quality of sari printing improved signi"cantly and printed colours became brighter.

Colour consumption and costs came down since they were using RO-puri"ed water with lower 
TDS levels compared to untreated water with higher TDS earlier.

Huge savings on transportation costs due to in-house washing facility.

Lower supervision expenses.

Lease/Rent paid to washing ghats’ owner saved.

Transit loss saved.

Today Meera Processors is happy not only on saving costs and improving margins, but also on 
meeting social and moral obligation of recycling and saving water for the future in tune of about 
125 KLD per day or 36 MLD water per year, a signi"cant saving for the water starved zone.
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Aji GIDC located at Latitude 22.27421 & Longitude 70.829 at sub locality of Rajkot, Gujarat.  Aji 
GIDC Association having more than 100 members those are having C.I.Casting Industry with 
several size of cupola furnace. There are gray iron foundry units and they produce casting 
for a variety of Industries such as diesel generator-set manufacturer, automobiles, textile 
machinery manufacturer, pump, valve and electric motors etc. The majorities of the foundry 
units in Aji GIDC are small and produces less than 200 tones of casting a month. Cupola 
Furnace is the commonly melting device in use by foundry units in Aji GIDC. The Gujarat 
Pollution Control Board has taken-up a project for setting up of Air Quality improvement 
in Aji GIDC, Rajkot for which Action Plan is being prepared by GPCB to Control Air Pollution 
speci"cally from foundry units having Cupola Furnaces.    

Back Ground of the Cupola Furnace:

Cupola is the most common type of melting furnace used in foundry industry. It is a vertical 
cylindrical shell of steel. The existing furnace is range from 15” dia to 36” dia.

Green Interventions  
at Aji, GIDC-Rajkot
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Cupola Dia VS Coke Consumption

Note: The coke is low ash metallurgical coke. The analysis report given by Aji GIDC Industrial 
Association shows that coke contain "xed carbon (dry basis) 85-86% min and sulphur (dry basis) 
0.6% max.

The melting and casting process using cupola remains the same irrespective of the size and 
capacity of the cupola. However the pollution load di$ers from one unit to another as the operating 
procedures and practices adopted vary depending upon number of factors such as the product, 
the melting rate required, the available moulding yard area, the number of moulds etc. Because of 
this, the study has been carried out some of the foundry units with di$erent sizes of cupola ranging 
from 375 mm to 900 mm ID.

Challenges & Issues: 

The present study has been carried out with the primary aim of "nding and suggesting engineering 
interventions in the present casting process using cupola furnace as well as suggesting and 
designing appropriate air pollution control devices to satisfy the emission norms.

The Major Source Of Air Pollution: 

Cupola Furnace is the major source of air pollution in an iron foundry. The gases evolved in the 
cupola furnaces contain carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide and dust. The concentration of SO2 in 
the furnace gases depends upon the amount of sulphur in the charge and coke. The dust emitted 
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consists of metallic oxides and coke ash. CO is formed by the incomplete reaction of carbon in the 
coke with oxygen in the blast air. When the molten iron is tapped o$ from cupola, CO and graphite 
dust is emitted. These pollutants are emitted primarily through two outlets namely 

(1) The Charging Door / Hopper and 

(2) The Stack

Observations:

Based on foregoing discussions following conclusions and recommendations have been drawn:

The pollution load from the cupola furnace based foundries varies widely depending upon the 
number of operating practices even for the same sized cupola.

Particulate matter, comprising of metallic dust and coke ash with majority of particle size 
ranging from 20 to 150 &m. is the only pollution parameter to be controlled

The foundry units use coke with low sulphur content ranging between 0.5 to 0.6 %. Therefore, 
SO2 remains within speci"ed limits. The NO2 emissions also remains within the speci"ed limit.

The present practice of supplying blast air with pressure results into release of !ue gases through 
the charging door, particularly at the time of charging, creating dusting and hot environmental 
conditions in the surroundings.

The arrangement of tuyeres and blast distribution between bottom and top tuyeres needs to 
be modi"ed as recommended to make the cupola energy e%cient.

The !ue gas temperature remains very high, ranging between 6000C to 8000C, requiring the 
adoption of heat recovery prior to air pollution control system for its e%cient operation.

In general the shop !oor environmental condition remains dusty, hot and odorous probably 
due to organic gases released from the mould cooling yard area.

Use of the Induced draft fan will help solve the problem of !ue gases gushing out from the 
charging door.

Remedial Action:

In order to prepare the detailed technical speci"cations of the equipment / instruments Competent 
Authority of Gujarat Pollution Control Board & Environmental Engineering Department of L D 
College of Engineering, Ahmedabad, accepted the challenge of identifying the problems and 
suggesting engineering interventions with suitable air pollution control systems. These pertain to 
the management of high temperature of the !ue gas, heat and dust from the charging door as 
stated above as one of the main sectors contributing to Respirable Suspended Particulate Matter 
(RSPM) & Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM). 

Bene!ts, E"ects, Results Achieved:

Presently this type of Integrated Air Pollution Control System has installed in R.N. Machine Tools, 
Aji-GIDC, and Rajkot. They have provided all the equipments i.e. Heat Exchanger, Multi Cyclone, 
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Cooling Tower, ID Fan etc. as per the design and guideline of L.D.Engg. College. As per the result 
of SPM and SO2 taken by  industry with the help of consultant, these integrated air pollution 
system is very e%cient to decrease the air pollution emitted through stack / charging door. The 
result of SPM and SO2 is within the permissible limit given by GPCB.

Deepak Metal Industries at plot No. 145/A, Aji GIDC Phase II, Rajkot have shifted in cleaner fuel 
and start using 70% PNG & 30% LAM coke,  as a result the property of air sample collected by 
GPCB on 07-05-2012 indicating PM-26 mg/N3, SO2- 9.16PPM & NOx -0.33 PPM.

Recommendations:

Air Pollution Control System: 

It is recommended to adopt dry gas cleaning system comprising of Combo Heat Exchanger 
incorporating air cooled and water cooled  sections including Cooling Tower followed by 
Cyclone Separator for cupola sizes ranging from 381 to 914 mm ID.

Mechanical cyclone separator is recommended to be used for cupola sizes ranging from 381 
to 609 mm ID and cyclone in parallel for cupola sizes ranging from 675 to 914 mm ID. It is 
recommended to adopt Multi cyclone for cupola size 838 mm and 914 mm.

Necessary arrangement should be made to supply the hot air from the air cooled section of the 
heat exchanger to the furnace.

The air cooled section of heat exchanger should be equipped with FD fan adequate to supply 
recommended ambient air to the shell for heat exchanger.

The water from water cooled section of heat exchanger should be cooled by passing through 
cooling tower of recommended size.

It is also recommended that cleaner fuel technology shall be used to reduced PM/RSPM.
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Gujarat Pollution Control Board 
Paryavaran Bhavan, Sector-10A, Gandhinagar-382010. 

Phone: (079) 2323 2152 Fax: (079) 2323 2156, 2322 2784, 2323 2161 

Web: http://gpcb.gov.in/


